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For five hundred years relations between developed and underdeveloped societies have been crucial to international politics. Much of modern world history has to do with the ebb and flow of direct political control of underdeveloped societies by the Great Powers, and with conflict among developed nations over contested underdeveloped areas.

The role of economic forces in imperial intervention has long been a major analytical issue. Despite the obvious importance of a careful specification of the economic interests involved, however, the debate is usually organized around an assessment of the political implications of such crude aggregate categories as trade and investment, as if all trade were in the same goods and all investment in the same sorts of assets. Yet it is precisely the differences among various economic activities that make economic explanations of political affairs useful and that are the focus of modern political economy.

Analysis of the economic motives in imperial expansion and contraction demands a differentiated approach to economic aims, for the political implications of economic activities vary. This study thus explores the political ramifications of different economic interests and concludes that sellers of uncompetitive merchandise and investors in primary production for export will be more prone to support imperial intervention and direct colonialism than will competitive exporters, investors in production for the local market, and lenders to foreign governments.

By way of example, the article examines the progress of American policies toward the underdeveloped world as they evolved from a pale Caribbean imitation of classical European imperialism into a new form of Good Neighborliness. The principal determinants of the shift in American policy, it is
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argued here, were socioeconomic development in the "backward" regions and the interrelated change in the kinds of economic interests that Americans held in the developing areas. Until World War I, American investments in the underdeveloped world were primarily in plantation agriculture or mineral extraction for export, and most of the host regions were at low levels of development; standard United States policy was one of intervention and incipient colonialism. By the late 1920s, most of the areas of major economic concern to the United States had developed quite substantially, and American investments had become less concentrated in primary production for export and had moved toward government lending and industrial production for the local market; United States policy moved away from intervention and became firmly anticolonial. Although the argument is made solely for the American case, there is evidence that the framework developed here can usefully be applied to the European colonial powers as well.

Section I briefly outlines the inadequacy of most treatments of the economic factors in imperial policy, then presents a differentiated picture of the political influence of metropolitan economic interests and a rudimentary model of how these interests interact with socioeconomic development in the periphery. Sections II and III describe the United States policies toward the underdeveloped world as they evolved from an early protocolonialist pattern to later anticolonialism, arguing that carefully specified economic factors provide a good explanation of the phenomenon. Section IV addresses alternative explanations of the American experience and finds them wanting; it also discusses the shortcomings of the economic approach. Section V explores possible applications of the framework to the analysis of other imperial experience, and points to parallel or similar attempts in the recent literature.

I. The Argument

The expansion of European economic interests and the extension of European politicomilitary influence to the rest of the world between 1500 and 1900 constituted a complex process that has given rise to major analytical debates. Scholarly disputes center on the nineteenth-century experience, and on two interrelated issues: the relative influences of metropolitan and peripheral conditions, and the importance of economic factors.

One dimension of the debate has been whether nineteenth-century colonialism grew out of conditions within the imperial powers themselves or was primarily a response by them to local conditions in the areas they annexed. Although thirty years of controversy and research seem only to confirm the obvious compromise answer—imperial policy was driven both by domestic factors and by developments in the periphery—historians have in the process developed clear and sophisticated analyses of the interaction of peripheral and metropolitan events.¹

¹ John Gallagher and Ronald Robinson, "The Imperialism of Free Trade," *Economic History*
A second dimension of the debate, on the relative importance of economic aims in metropolitan policy, remains underdeveloped. Supporters of economic interpretations generally present laundry lists of individuals, firms, or industries that gained from and/or supported imperial expansion, while opponents of economic approaches trot out catalogues of instances in which material interests were ignored or contravened. The simple separation of the analytical categories into undifferentiated economic interest and equally undifferentiated political influence allows each side to set up and knock down ludicrous targets. Meanwhile, the analytical tools brought to bear on the issue are so blunt that virtually any independent variable can be bludgeoned into association with virtually any dependent variable.

The terms of the debate over economic factors in colonial expansion can be clarified by formulating systematically the underlying predictions of an economic interpretation of North-South relations. We need to construct a rudimentary framework for assessing the differential costs and benefits of imperial intervention, and to focus on the diverse impacts of intervention on various types of metropolitan economic interests. The purely economic approach can be used as a starting point not because nothing else matters but to see how far it can be taken rigorously before it needs to be amended.

We assume simply that the state represents the interests of nationals with overseas assets and markets. This assumption is of course unrealistic, but the alternatives are even less attractive. For our purposes it will suffice to look only at the interests of those with a direct stake in foreign economic affairs. We consider first the costs of imperial intervention, and then the benefits it brings to imperial economic actors.

The costs of intervention to the imperial power are primarily a function of the resistance encountered, which generally depends on the strength of the local state. The level of political development and cohesion of an area is a fairly good measure of the costs of annexing it, and helps explain the decisions of metropolitan nations in moving into particular locales. Of course, the


\[ \text{2 Simple calculations of imperialism's net benefit to the imperial nation are not very telling, since the benefits might accrue to powerful groups while the costs are borne by powerless taxpayers or footsoldiers. Differing intensities of interest are so difficult to measure that the calculation of just how important foreign economic policy is to various domestic actors is nearly impossible. Stanley Lebercrtt, "The Returns to U.S. Imperialism, 1890–1929," Journal of Economic History, 40:2 (June 1980), 229–252, is a fascinating attempt in this mode; unfortunately, the author pays more attention to the potentially uneven distribution of costs and benefits within the backward areas than he does to the same problem in the United States.}\]
annexation of areas not profitable in themselves may be rational if they give better access to more profitable areas; the British themselves often explained much of the growth of the British Empire as an attempt to secure the lucrative Indian jewel.

The benefits of intervention depend on the nature of metropolitan economic interests in the area in question. Each point on the spectrum of traditional international economic activities—trade, direct investment, lending to governments—has diverse political implications.

It is first of all important to distinguish between general and specific economic aims. Respect for property rights and general business procedures benefits a broad range of economic actors, including local investors where they exist. Inasmuch as intervention or annexation establishes or restores property rights widely shared and broadly supported by local and metropolitan business communities, we expect the enforcement of property rights to be a common reason for the use of imperial force. Where normal business conditions in a peripheral area have broken down or have been challenged, most modern business interests have supported intervention: bondholders, plantation owners, and manufacturers can all agree that metropolitan annexation was preferable to peripheral expropriation.

Imperial power may also be used to extract concessions specific to certain economic interests. In this regard, the potential benefits of intervention vary in accordance with the character of the economic activities involved.

Those engaged in trade pure and simple, performing an entrepôt function, are concerned to maximize commerce through their facilities. Coercion can serve to increase demand for commercial and allied services (insurance, shipping). Pressures along these lines help explain some portion of classical mercantilist policies, which forced colonial trade to use metropolitan ports and ships.

Goods producers want to sell their output at high prices and buy their inputs at low prices. While commercial policy can achieve these goals indirectly, state power can be used more directly to establish and protect exclusive markets and sources of supply in foreign lands. Other things equal, political manipulation to obtain favored export markets or access to natural resources will be less attractive to highly competitive producers than to uncompetitive ones. This is simply another way of noting that those able to undersell their competitors favor freer trade than those who cannot; excluding competitors from annexed territories is a form of trade protection, and we expect it more from uncompetitive than from competitive producers.

5 Charles Lipson, Standing Guard: Protecting Foreign Capital in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 8–26, summarizes the nineteenth-century experience. There are obvious free-rider problems raised by one nation’s enforcement of property rights that could benefit economic agents from all nations; an exploration of this aspect of nineteenth-century colonial policy is unquestionably needed.

4 Although a variety of explanations of this common observation can be adduced, the one that
Overseas investments can be divided into three broad types: exploitation of local resources for export, production for the local market, and lending to governments. The degree to which intervention will aid foreign investors varies with the type of investment. The likelihood of a peripheral threat to the investor and the ability of metropolitan intervention to mitigate effects of such peripheral threats both depend fundamentally on the degree to which the assets that make the investment profitable can be seized or protected. This in turn is largely a function of how tangible the foreign investor’s assets are.

Foreign investors in primary production for export are more vulnerable to local attack, and can be more easily defended, than other foreign investors; they are the most interventionist of the lot. The economic utility of such investments stems almost entirely from the investor’s rights to the land or natural resource involved. The tangibility of the investor’s principal asset, the physical property itself, makes it fairly simple both for host societies to threaten such easily appropriable physical assets and for metropolitan countries to intervene to ensure or enhance the profitability of their ventures. The potential negative effects of such intervention are minimal because foreign investors in mineral extraction and agricultural production for export have few local concerns other than the security of a real asset that is generally quite separate, both geographically and economically, from the host economy.

Foreign investors in production for local markets or in government loans hold assets that are far less tangible, and thus far less profitable for host societies to seize and far more difficult for military intervention to protect or enhance. The economic utility of foreign direct investment in local production is related primarily to its access to the technology, marketing, and manage-


6 This tendency is visible both historically and today. One recent study has shown that while extractive industries represented only 15 percent of foreign firms in the developing world in 1967, they accounted for 35 percent of the firms expropriated there between 1960 and 1976 (Stephen I. Kornick, “Foreign Enterprise and Forced Divestment in LDCs,” International Organization, 34:1 (Winter 1980), 76.
ment expertise of the headquarters. As for loans, they represent nothing more than a contract between borrower and lender; the asset is only a legal agreement. For this very reason, international financial markets have developed mechanisms to ensure that legal commitments to creditors can be broken only at great cost to the borrower's future international economic relations. While an expropriated oil well continues to produce, mistreatment of creditors will cut the debtor off from future borrowing and may make normal international trade difficult. Defaults are generally the unplanned result of unforeseen circumstances, and debtors are normally eager to reach an agreement as amicable as possible. The debtor equivalent of expropriation is not default but repudiation, and debt repudiations are extremely rare.

Along the same lines, an extraordinary effort would be necessary to mount an intervention capable of substantially aiding creditors or investors in the local market. Loans to foreign governments and branch factories producing for the local market are neither locationally nor economically separable from the rest of the local society; measures to affect their profitability require broad manipulation of local conditions. Indeed, inasmuch as the disorder accompanying foreign intervention or the distortions introduced by foreign rule might lead to local economic stagnation, creditors and investors in the domestic market would be hurt while primary-production investors might easily carry on. None of this implies that creditors and local-market investors have

---

7 As Kobrin, "Foreign Enterprise and Forced Divestment," 80-81, demonstrates, where the local affiliate uses somewhat standardized technology or techniques, host-country interference may be more likely, but most branch factories rely enough on their home offices to make their seizure relatively unlikely.

8 The notion that foreign creditors are relatively less prone to invoke home-country intervention than are other investors runs so counter to received historical impressions that it is worth defending at more length. First, it is important to distinguish between true home-country intervention for financial purposes and those instances in which loans were made after metropolitan interventions. In the Caribbean before 1930, it was common for the United States to establish effective military and political control of a country such as Haiti, and then call on a New York investment house to make a small stabilization loan to the new protectorate, generally with the implicit or explicit guarantee of the United States government. These hardly qualify as instances of financial difficulty leading to military occupation. Second, where real debt problems do develop, the almost universal creditor response is some form of creditors' consortium to attempt to enforce market discipline on the errant debtor; the combined power of international financial markets has usually been far easier to muster, and perhaps more convincing, than gunboats. Before World War I, this action generally took the form of financial control committees having representatives of all creditor nations; in the interwar years, these were replaced by consortia organized by the League of Nations; since World War II, the International Monetary Fund has played a similar role. Third, where creditors did use home-country intervention to reinforce claims, the flag was generally shown only briefly to support the creditors' bargaining position. On a few occasions intervention related to local insolvency turned into long-term occupation—Egypt in 1882 is the obvious example—but the reasons the metropolitan power stayed usually had little to do with finance. The more common pattern was a brief period of heightened tension, with or without use of force, after which the debtor agreed to some form of creditor supervision in return for renegotiated terms and, perhaps, new credits. On debtor-creditor relations see, for example, Herbert Feis, Europe the World's Banker, 1870-1914 (New Haven: Yale University
never found home-state intervention to be in their interests, only that generally it was a costlier and thus less frequent alternative for them than for primary-production investors. The kinds of surgical strike or selective intervention that could protect a copper mine or sugar plantation were far less attractive to a financier or firm that had invested in, so to speak, the economy and/or the government as a whole.

Different metropolitan economic interests, then, have different incentives to recur to imperial force in the underdeveloped regions. Most private economic agents have similar incentives to appeal to their home governments for enforcement of property rights in general, but beyond this, their interests may diverge. In trade, other things equal, internationally competitive producers are less prone to use coercion than uncompetitive ones. Among metropolitan investors, those with facilities in underdeveloped areas that produce raw materials or agricultural products for export are the ones most inclined to interventionism: Their properties are easily attacked and protected. Metropolitan creditors of local governments and investors in production for local markets generally find home-government military force less relevant to their principal concerns.

The determinants of the benefits of foreign intervention are related to determinants of its costs. Intervention-prone investors are likely to be found in societies whose levels of development are relatively low, and whose states are more likely to be less powerful and authoritative than those of the more advanced developing regions that attract metropolitan lenders and local-market investors. Much foreign direct investment in primary production for export takes place in undeveloped areas, otherwise local entrepreneurs would undertake the investment and local market conditions would be more important. On the other hand, foreign investment to tap the local market presupposes a local market that has achieved a minimal level of commercial and infrastructural development. Similarly, since much foreign direct investment of this type is made in an attempt to jump local tariff barriers, it often also presupposes a local government capable of imposing and enforcing trade protection. By the same token, governments in more advanced peripheral countries are more likely to be technically, politically, and economically able to meet their obligations to foreign creditors and more capable of resisting coercion, thus making coercion less attractive. Economic development tends both to raise the costs of intervention to a foreign power and to reduce the benefits that intervention might be expected to yield.

We expect that as a metropolitan country becomes more competitive on world markets it will tend to move away from political interference in markets; an increase in the capacity of developing societies to resist domination will produce a similar result. We expect higher levels of intervention from a metropolitan nation with overseas primary investments; once more, the strengthening of local societies in capital-receiving areas and increasing foreign investment in production for local markets and lending to governments will tend to mitigate interventionist tendencies.

A stylized model of the political economy of foreign investment and imperial control in an underdeveloped area begins with the original contact, typically in trade. Once an area is opened to trade, investment follows, normally the establishing of mines or plantations producing for export. As the impact of modern business activity is felt and local forces threaten foreign investors, metropolitan intervention leads to the gradual accretion of colonial control. Over time, economic development progresses, with two central results: Local socioeconomic and political structures are strengthened, and investment opportunities broaden to include government lending and local production for the local market. The two interrelated processes raise the costs of metropolitan control even as they reduce its benefits, and the region moves gradually toward independence.

To be sure, this scenario describes but one part of the much broader and more complex relationship that exists between developed and developing societies. Our discussion has downplayed the independent importance of the response of the underdeveloped area to external powers. It has virtually ignored the possibility of self-reinforcing strategic interaction, whether between developed and developing areas or among developed areas interested in the same developing ones. The discussion has purposely disregarded military, ideological, and other non-economic factors in metropolitan-peripheral relations. This is not because such elements are unimportant but because the purpose of this essay is less ambitious: to specify carefully the economic factors in imperial policy.

The remainder of this article focuses on foreign investment rather than trade. This is primarily for purposes of simplicity. The sectoral composition of foreign investment is easily measured, while the relative competitiveness of a country’s goods is difficult to quantify. While a detailed examination of trade relations is desirable, a preliminary evaluation of the economics of intervention can be undertaken by looking primarily at foreign investments.

What follows is an analysis of the rise and consolidation of American anticolonialism. It focuses on the implications of the two economic factors we

---

9 It should of course be noted that there are many instances in which colonialism did not accelerate, and may indeed have retarded, local socioeconomic and political development. The former Belgian and Portuguese colonies are obvious examples, and others doubtless exist. The generalization is nonetheless valid, if not universal.
have emphasized: differential investment interests, and peripheral economic and political development. Again, this hardly represents a fully rounded survey of American relations with the underdeveloped world, but it will be seen that the economic approach does well as an explanation of the process, and that it has useful implications for the analysis of other colonial ties.

II. THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: GUNBOAT DIPLOMACY

As the United States emerged from the Civil War and Reconstruction in the 1880s and 1890s, its principal economic concerns in regard to underdeveloped areas were access to markets, opportunities to exploit natural resources, and, where relevant, security for shipping routes. The realities faced by the United States in search of its goals varied from region to region. Most of Africa and much of Asia were already European property by 1900, and the effort that would have been required for the United States to pry its way into colonial markets was clearly out of the grasp of America’s fledgling power. The larger South American countries, on the other hand, were essentially open to American trade; efforts to secure access were thus unnecessary, although attempts to monopolize trade in these countries would certainly have met with superior British force.

Two areas were the focus of American efforts, the Caribbean and East Asia. The former was especially important for the safety of American shipping and certain primary products; the latter was a large market. Both areas were a mix of independent states and colonies, and it was widely believed that American procrastination might allow these two regions to go the way of Africa, into European colonialism. The United States thus moved, from around the time of the Spanish-American War until the 1920s, to control what it could of the Caribbean and East Asia.

In and around the Caribbean, the principal American aim was security for United States shipping and for United States investments in primary products. Local markets were generally small, so that exports were seldom an important issue. The backward and disorganized nature of many Caribbean nations made them prime targets for intervention to enforce property rights. Indeed, the protection of American shipping lanes and of American capital invested in oil wells, mines, farms, and plantations lent itself easily to political intervention also, and the two goals were sometimes reinforcing. Thus, if foreign policy makers decided to intervene for reasons related to the safety of trade routes, real or potential American investors made ideal allies in the struggle to convince often recalcitrant home and foreign audiences.

Well before the Spanish-American War, there was a broad consensus among American economic and strategic thinkers that control of the inevitable trans-Isthmian canal was vitally important to the United States. Once the canal route was secured it was even more obvious that, as then-Secretary of War Elihu Root put it in 1905, “the inevitable effect of our building the Canal
must be to require us to police the surrounding premises. In the nature of things, trade and control, and the obligation to keep order which goes with them, must come our way.\textsuperscript{10}

Deeds followed words, and by the end of World War I the Caribbean region had unquestionably become a sphere of American military and economic predominance. Direct politicomilitary control was exercised at one time or another over Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Nicaragua, Honduras, and Panama; American troops intervened twice in Mexico; and the threat of force served to cement American influence where force itself was not used. The securing of shipping lines in and around the Caribbean was accompanied by extension of American investments in the region.

In the years after the Spanish-American War, American investments directed at exploitation of the natural resources of the Caribbean region expanded rapidly, especially in Mexico and Cuba. By 1914, American direct investment in the region was over 1 billion dollars, up from about $300 million in 1897, and equal to half of all United States overseas direct investment and comprising almost all of American direct investment in developing areas. Nearly all of this investment was in primary production for export, especially in mining and plantation agriculture.

At the same time, American loans to governments in the Caribbean region grew, and indeed policy makers often used financial schemes—dollar diplomacy—to cement American control. By 1914, outstanding American loans to nations in the Caribbean region (defined to include Mexico, Central America, Colombia, Venezuela, and the insular Caribbean) were $310 million, up from virtually nothing in 1897 and equal to one-third of all American foreign loans and four-fifths of all American loans to the underdeveloped world.\textsuperscript{11} Virtually all of these loans were either tied to primary production for export, especially in Cuba and Mexico, or carried the explicit or implicit guarantee of the United States government and were part of a broader strategy of creating and maintaining a zone of influence in and around the Caribbean.

Primary-production investors frequently appealed for American military intervention in the Caribbean. Sugar planters in Cuba and the Dominican Republic, banana companies in Central America, oilmen and farmers in Mexico all called insistently for United States government intervention, up to and including military force, when local turmoil and/or political opposition endangered their investments.

The politics of overseas investment in petroleum was exemplary of this early period of American emulation of classical European imperialism. In the


\textsuperscript{11} Data in this is from Cleona Lewis, \textit{America's Stake in International Investments} (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1938), passim.
Caribbean, where American oilmen were predominant and American power adequate, the United States government aggressively defended the position of American oil investors against hostile host governments and sought to limit or exclude rival European oilmen. The State Department thus fought what it perceived as a tilt toward British oil interests on the part of some of Mexico's revolutionary governments. In the early 1920s it supported American oilmen in Venezuela against the Anglo-Dutch interests that originally dominated that country's petroleum. American diplomats pushed the Colombian government in the late 1920s to favor American oilmen; similar efforts were exerted in Peru and Argentina. And, in a series of 1918 notes to his chargé in Costa Rica that summarized the most extreme version of this "closed door" policy, Secretary of State Robert Lansing responded to the news that a British group was negotiating for oil exploration rights: "Department considers it most important that only approved Americans should possess oil concessions in the neighborhood of the Panama Canal. Amity concession does not appear to meet these requirements. Use best efforts to carry into effect this policy."  

The aggressive American policy met with extraordinary success. Between 1912 and 1922, crude oil production by American companies in the Western Hemisphere (not including the United States) went from 25,905 to 417,130 barrels per day, while the share of these oil companies in total non-American Western Hemisphere crude production went from less than 50 percent to more than 76 percent. The relative increase was entirely at the expense of the Anglo-Dutch companies.  

The other underdeveloped area to which American concern extended was East Asia. Planners looked primarily to maintain or expand the American share of the China trade. This required strenuous efforts to keep the Europeans and Japanese from excluding American goods, and it also led to initiatives aimed at securing geographically important territories for the use of


American traders and, in some instances, for the use of American investors in developing foreign agricultural facilities.

By the turn of the century, the United States government was aggressively insisting upon its right to equal access to Chinese economic opportunities, most notably in Secretary of State John Hay’s famous Open Door Notes of 1899 and 1900. In China, as in the Caribbean, policy makers aggressively asserted American rights to full and equal access to the trade of the Middle Kingdom. And as in the Caribbean, the United States government often used American loans to push its way into the Chinese market and into the ranks of the Great Powers. Finance was thus largely a tool of policy makers in pursuit of commercial opportunities. From 1907 until 1911, the State Department attempted to force the entry of American financiers into existing or contemplated consortia of European and Japanese banks involved in loans to Chinese railways and the Chinese government. The first major success along these lines—the admission of an American contingent made up of J. P. Morgan and Company, railroadman E. H. Harriman, the First National Bank, the National City Bank, and the firm of Kuhn, Loeb into a Anglo-German-French group engaged in financing a Chinese railroad—was achieved only when President William Howard Taft directed a point-blank and insistent personal message to the Chinese regent demanding American entry.

Despite some initial success, dollar diplomacy in China ultimately collapsed under the overwhelming weight of stronger rivals from Europe and Japan, as well as from the turmoil that accompanied the nationalist revolutionary ferment of the teens. Nonetheless, the ties among diplomatic influence, dollar loans, and access to the Chinese market were clear to all involved.14

After World War I American attention broadened to petroleum resources within the empires or spheres of influence of the major European powers. American oilmen and diplomats, concerned about the apparent depletion of American reserves, attempted to break into promising areas that were under the “protection” of European rivals. The American attack on colonial and semicolonial preferences focused on the Middle East and the Netherlands East Indies.

Most of the promising oil properties of the Middle East were indeed in British hands, either as part of the territories mandated to the British by the League of Nations or lying in spheres of British influence. Throughout the region, from Suez to Kerman and from Kirkuk to Oman, American oil companies found themselves unable to operate. Despite British dissimulation on the point, there was clearly a conscious policy to reserve the region to the Anglo-Persian Oil Company and Royal Dutch Shell, with some French participation allowed. In Holland’s East Indian colony, a similar policy of excluding American firms was pursued.

The United States government fought British, French, and Dutch exclusion of American oilmen on two fronts. First, it protested vigorously to the European states that their policies were clear violations both of generally accepted open-door principles and of such international agreements as the League of Nations mandates and the Treaty of Sèvres, which dismantled the Ottoman Empire. The principles involved were less than clear, however, since the United States had hardly been pursuing an open door in the Western Hemisphere and had refused either to join the League or to sign the Turkish peace treaty. Second, and more pointed, the United States government began refusing oil leases on federal land to firms from countries deemed "nonreciprocating," most prominently to Royal Dutch Shell.

Under relentless American pressure, the British, French, and Dutch gradually gave way. In July 1928, the governments of the Netherlands and the United States reached formal agreement on American access to the petroleum of the Netherlands East Indies, in the same month, the famous Red Line Agreement gave an American group a share of the Anglo-Dutch-French-Gulbenkian monopoly in the former Ottoman Empire. In Kuwait, Romania, Persia, and elsewhere, American oilmen were permitted some degree of access. The principled American stand on the open door in petroleum lasted precisely as long as it took for American oilmen to be let in; once this aim was accomplished, the United States was perfectly content to see the door slam shut.¹⁵

From 1890 until the 1920s, then, the pursuit and growth of American political and economic influence in the underdeveloped world followed a more or less coherent and unified pattern. American policy makers were primarily concerned to secure markets for American goods, and to protect American raw materials and agricultural investments. The pattern was tinged with the use of force. Where possible, as in the Caribbean region, the United States established economic and political predominance. Where other colonial nations had beat the Americans to the punch, as in the Middle East and the Dutch East Indies, the government attempted to force closed doors open long enough for Americans to enter.

III: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: TOWARD DECOLONIZATION

After World War I the advance of socioeconomic development in the colonial and semicolonial areas most important to the United States began to make American military intervention and political control both less practicable and less essential. On the one hand, the development of local capitalism—spurred in many cases by the initial foreign contact—made local elites both more

reliable and more capable of resistance. On the other hand, local economic development extended the range of real or potential foreign economic interests into activities for which home-country military intervention made less sense.

The years from 1910 to 1930 were indeed a time of momentous social, economic, and political change for what we now call the third world. Modern industry, modern socioeconomic systems, and modern nation-states all began to emerge in Latin America and parts of Asia and the Middle East. By the 1930s most of Latin America was involved in the vigorous construction of strong states and industrial economies, and also by 1930 urban centers held about 17 percent of Latin America’s total population, a proportion roughly equal to that of Europe (excluding England) in the 1880s. And in the Middle East, as socioeconomic and political development spread, so too did nationalist movements, beginning before World War I and continuing through the interwar period.

The march of national socioeconomic and political development in the third world made American military intervention both less feasible and less necessary. Even as stronger national polities raised the costs of the use of force, they reduced the likelihood of the kinds of unpredictable extra-legal attack on American property that had often led to the use of American military power. Indeed, to a certain extent the decline of the old policy tracked the process of economic and political development: Mexico and the larger South American nations in the 1920s, Venezuela and the Caribbean region in the 1930s and 1940s, the Middle East only in the 1940s and 1950s.

As socioeconomic development progressed, opportunities available to American investors abroad changed accordingly. A new set of overseas American economic interests in the third world produced new kinds of investors: direct investors interested primarily in local markets, and portfolio investors lending to strong national governments. At the same time, the increased competitiveness of American industry led to gradual pressures for freer trade: In the late 1930s the United States began reducing its trade protection and started pushing the European powers to open their colonial doors.

There was a dramatic change in the kinds of American investment in the developing world. In 1914, virtually the entirety of American investments in the underdeveloped areas had been directly or indirectly tied to primary production for export. Total direct investments in developing areas were $1.3 billion, of which nearly $1 billion was in Cuba and Mexico, almost all of it linked to mining and agriculture. By 1929 the picture was very different. Direct investments in Latin America, Africa, and Asia (excluding Japan) were about $4 billion. Of this direct investment, 61 percent ($2.4 billion) was still

---

in primary production ($785 million in mining, $754 million in oil, and $860 million in agriculture). But almost entirely new were the major American investments in manufacturing, sales, and utilities; these categories accounted for 34 percent of all American direct investment in the less developed countries (LDCs), a total of nearly $1.4 billion (the remainder was miscellaneous or unclassified). On the portfolio investment side, outstanding American loans to the LDCs totalled $2 billion in 1929, up from $310 million in 1914; most of the growth in lending was in South America and Asia, which together owed about $1.6 billion to Americans.17

American economic interests in Africa, Asia, and Latin America had moved away from investments in primary production for export and toward investments in production for local markets and loans to governments. While almost all of the $1.6 billion in United States investment in the LDCs in 1914 was in or tied to extractive industries and agriculture, by 1929 over half of the $6 billion total was invested in production for local consumption or loans to local governments.

The new investment interests were far less prone to appeal for or support home-country intervention in the political affairs of nations whose markets they were assiduously trying to cultivate than were the earlier investors in primary production. Virtually all of the new nonprimary direct investments were oriented to sales in the burgeoning markets of the more advanced LDCs. By the same token, almost all American loans to Latin America, Africa, and Asia were to national, state, and local governments. The marines were of little help in expanding the Colombian market or forestalling a Brazilian default. Both direct investors and lenders resented and ridiculed the old-line raw-materials and agricultural interests for their insensitivity to local conditions and their constant calls for American intervention. This attitude, in interaction with the increased international competitiveness of United States industry, reduced the need for exclusive access to markets.

Some figures underlying the trends discussed here are displayed in Table 1, which presents a few simple indicators of United States overseas investment and military intervention from 1890 to 1950. There is no pretension to quantitative rigor here, for obvious reasons, and the table looks only at overseas investment, thereby ignoring such crucial but unavailable indicators as local socioeconomic development and American trade competitiveness. Nonetheless, the table does indicate some broad trends. Investments in primary production dominated United States assets in the underdeveloped world in both 1897 and 1914, although the trend was toward diversification. (The importance of loans in 1914 is misleading, since almost without exception they

## Table 1

**American Investment and Military Intervention in Underdeveloped Areas, 1890–1950, by Region and Type of Investment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1897</th>
<th>1890–1913</th>
<th>1914</th>
<th>1914–1928</th>
<th>1929</th>
<th>1929–1950</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latin America</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total investment (millions)</td>
<td>$308</td>
<td>$1,634</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,243</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of investment (percentage)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary production</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic market</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign loans</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual average</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total investment (millions)</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$153</td>
<td></td>
<td>$617</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of investment (percentage)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary production</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic market</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign loans</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual average</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Primary production includes agriculture, extractive industries, and railroads (which were generally tied to primary-production projects). Where a breakdown is available, petroleum production is allocated to primary production and its distribution to domestic market; otherwise all petroleum is lumped together under primary production. Domestic market comprises trade, utilities, and manufacturing. Miscellaneous investment is, for convenience, simply excluded from the calculation of percentages. It is too small to appreciably alter observed trends. Interventions refer only to the actual use of American armed forces.

were tied to American-owned agricultural or mining investments in Mexico, Cuba, and the Philippines.) By 1929 in both Latin America and Asia, loans to governments and direct investments to tap local markets had come to dominate American assets. The decline in military intervention is also striking and as expected. Although Table 1 is hardly rigorous proof of the present argument, it does underline the importance of the interrelationships we have discussed.

The reason for the general timing of the shift in both economic interests and policy is clear: World War I. The war led to the first great bout of import substitution in the developing world, as normal channels of supply and demand were disrupted; it helped begin in earnest the march of industrialization that would speed up significantly during the Great Depression. World War I also dramatically accelerated the expansion of modern American enterprise into the developing areas, and especially Latin America. The Europeans practically ceased exports and overseas lending and investing in 1914, and only began again, in greatly reduced amounts, a decade later. In the interim, American investors had filled the vacuum, and conditions had been created for the subsequent change in United States government policy.

That change in policy was most evident in Latin America, where the combination of local socioeconomic development and shifts in American economic concerns drew the United States government away from intervention. In the Middle East, where major petroleum reserves were discovered, America's oilmen became leading actors despite rear-guard European attempts to forestall them, and once the position of the American firms was established, official pressure let up. In both areas, policy moved away from intervention and control and toward a more general reliance on the competitive edge American industry and finance had come to enjoy.

Thus, United States policy toward the underdeveloped regions evolved, with many diversions and digressions to be sure, toward a new, anticolonial standard in the 1920s and 1930s. In 1923 Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes moderated the Roosevelt Corollary on the occasion of the Monroe Doctrine's centennial; the point was emphasized by the 1927-30 Morrow Mission to Mexico. In December 1933 Secretary of State Cordell Hull assured the Montevideo Conference of the rise of a new Good Neighbor Policy, the Platt Amendment was repealed in 1934, and President Franklin D. Roosevelt himself attended a 1936 peace conference in Buenos Aires. The August 1941 Atlantic Charter reflected Roosevelt's successful insistence that the British promise "to further the enjoyment by all states . . . of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world."18

---

The role played by Dwight Morrow, a senior partner in J. P. Morgan and Company, in the evolution of American policy in this period is illustrative and instructive. In the early 1920s Morrow spent much of his time in Cuba on behalf of the Morgan firm, both to secure the house's investments and to work with the State Department and President Warren G. Harding's Cuban representative in stabilizing the island's finances. The very powerful American investors resident in Cuba, especially the sugar interests, were continually and insistently calling for United States intervention on their behalf. Both Morrow and the presidential representative, however, argued successfully against intervention on the ground that respect for Cuban sovereignty was a far better path to long-run stability. As Morrow put it:

Of course, the Government of Cuba has been, and is, very bad. It is possible—yes, it is probable—that the United States might run Cuba much better. As I get older, however, I become more and more convinced that good government is not a substitute for self-government. The kind of mistakes that Americans would make in running Cuba would be different from those that the Cubans themselves make, but they would probably cause a new kind of trouble and a new kind of suffering.

We ought not to use the Platt Amendment to collect the debts, or to enforce the contracts, of private individuals.¹⁹

That Morrow's position was no aberration within the financial community was confirmed by another senior Morgan partner, Thomas W. Lamont, in 1928:

Good faith on the part of the borrower is far sounder security for a lender than armed forces however great or powerful. The theory of collecting debts by gunboat is unrighteous, unworkable, and obsolete. While I have, of course, no mandate to speak for my colleagues of the investment banking community, I may safely say that they share this view.²⁰

Morrow implemented his views when he was appointed United States Ambassador to Mexico in 1927, diverging from the intransigent defense of private investors that had characterized most American diplomats in Latin America. Instead, Morrow took a flexible position, settling the longstanding oil rights dispute by recognizing for the first time the sovereignty of Mexico over its resources in return for legal commitments to the oil producers. Morrow took Mexican nationalism as a given and attempted only to ensure general stability and cooperative relations. This involved negotiations on the Mexican government's policies toward the rights of foreign oil companies and over the refunding of Mexico's defaulted debt.²¹

²¹ Nicolson, Dwight Morrow, 294–347; Smith United States and Revolutionary Nationalism, 244–65; and FRUS 1930, 462–95, all summarize the episode. See also N. Stephen Kane,
The new American policy was also evident when virtually all of Latin America defaulted on debts to United States investors in the early 1930s. By the end of 1934, four-fifths of Latin America's dollar bonds were in default. Yet the Roosevelt Administration did not bring much pressure to bear on the defaulters, and in fact substantial United States government economic assistance was extended to countries in default on their dollar bonds. This reflected recognition that the defaults were largely due to the international economic catastrophe rather than to Latin American bad faith. Correspondingly, it was common throughout South America in the interwar period to distinguish between "good" American direct investors, concentrated in utilities and manufacturing, and "bad" British direct investors, concentrated in railroads and primary production.22

When, in 1938, the Mexican government carried its oil policy to its logical conclusion and nationalized foreign oil properties, the American response was once again measured. Protests were filed, suits brought, and some diplomatic pressure applied, but American Ambassador Josephus Daniels was anything but sympathetic to the oilmen. As Daniels wrote to Secretary of State Hull, "I do not agree with the public man who said 'all oil stinks,' but we have seen so many evil practices growing out of the greed for its possession and the power it gives that we are warned to be cautious when we are asked to further the desires of the oil interests."23 The 1942 accord that settled the matter was favorable to the Mexicans, and the American oil companies considered the attitude of their government disgraceful.

In Venezuela, as in Mexico before it, the new United States policy gradually gained and was applied. For many years the American oilmen had been on the best of terms with Venezuelan dictator Juan Vicente Gomez, who ruled from 1908 until his death in 1935. When the regimes that succeeded Gomez in the late 1930s and 1940s began to press for a larger share of petroleum revenues, the oilmen were shocked and chagrined to find the American government arrayed more or less against them and on the side of the Venezuelans.

American minister to Venezuela Meredith Nicholson, appointed in 1935, told Washington that the American oilmen in Venezuela were of the "old school of imperialists" who believed that American military force "ought logically to follow American investments in foreign countries wherever re-

---
22 Corporate Power and Foreign Policy: Efforts of American Oil Companies to Influence United States Relations with Mexico, 1924-1929," Diplomatic History, 1:2 (Spring 1977), 170-98.


quired by the interests involved." The petroleum executives had, with their blind support for the hated Gomez regime, followed "a policy of short-sightedness verging on stupidity," and they were simply "reaping the fruits of what they had so misguided sown."24 Nicholson and Lawrence Duggan, head of the State Department's Division of American Republics, fought tenaciously for a more flexible policy toward Latin nationalism. Duggan told his superiors in 1939 that the oilmen had in Venezuela been "arbitrary, high-handed, insensitive, and ruthless," and added, "It must not be permitted them (as occurred in the case of the Mexican dispute) to jeopardize our entire good neighbor policy through obstinacy and short-sightedness. Our national interests as a whole far outweigh those of the petroleum companies."25

In Venezuela, the shift to the new line culminated in United States government support for a new oil law that gave the host government a far greater share of petroleum revenues than had ever been conceded by American oil interests. With the advice of official and unofficial American representatives, the Venezuelans extracted from the companies a new formula for profit sharing, a fifty-fifty division of petroleum earnings. This nearly doubled the Venezuelan share of oil revenue, and the Venezuelan formula became a standard in profit-splitting accords between American oil companies and host governments.26

In the Middle East, major changes in United States policy took place in the 1940s and 1950s. There had been less interest in that area than in the Caribbean, partly because the immense potential for Middle Eastern petroleum development did not become clear until around the time of World War II—in the late 1930s Venezuelan production was about double that of the entire Middle East. World War II, however, stimulated unprecedented concern over the fate of Persian Gulf oil. Yet, much as in the Western Hemisphere, the United States government ended up entrusting oil development to negotiations between private firms and the host countries themselves; when the government intervened it was not to force local acceptance of the companies' demands, but usually to counter the encroachments of the British, French, and Dutch. The process was complex, protracted, and mired in domestic infighting within the United States, but by 1945 or so the State Department had begun to settle upon a Middle Eastern oil policy similar to that developed in Latin America. By 1948 the old Red Line Agreement had been voided. In 1950 the oil companies, under State Department pressure, agreed to a Venezuela-style fifty-fifty split of oil profits with the Saudi regime, and before long such agreements were the Persian Gulf norm. Here, too, the old oil diplomacy

24 Rahn, Road to OPEC, 51–52.
25 Ibid., 64.
26 Ibid., 73–93; see also Chester, United States Oil Policy, 144–48.
of imperial intrigue had been supplanted by more regular ties between host
and home governments and firms.\textsuperscript{27}

In both Latin America and the Middle East, then, American policy was
fundamentally transformed between 1920 and 1950. As local societies devel-
opened and American economic interests diversified, the pre-existing patterns of
gunboat diplomacy, forceful and often expansionist government defense of
private interests, and aggressive diplomatic promotion of the extension of
American economic influence gradually eroded. American policy became far
more willing to compromise with local leaders and was insistent that the
European powers follow suit and decolonize. The new set of policies was
formulated in the 1920s and 1930s, and in place by the end of World War II.

\section*{IV. OBJECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS}

An economic explanation of American policy toward the developing world
holds up to this survey of the evidence. The ability of local rulers to resist
intervention or negotiate a settlement effectively and the nature of American
economic interests in the developing world correlate well with the character of
American policy in the periods in question. No claim is made here that these
factors were the exclusive cause of the change in American policy, and it is
worthwhile to see whether other potential explanations are more convincing.

We can first dispose of two popular explanations of the shift in policy:
American ideology and American party politics. The evidence examined here
provides little or no support for the emphasis, common to many Marxist,
liberal, and realist accounts alike, on the power of the open-door idea as a
motive force in America's international behavior. In the Caribbean from the
Spanish-American War until the 1930s, the door was often closed to Euro-
pean competition; in the Middle East in the 1920s, American pressure forced
colonial exclusion to be dropped only long enough to permit a few American
petroleum firms entry; in a few areas, such as China, the open door was
followed with some coherence (although even there the received wisdom
receives less than firm support from historians).\textsuperscript{28} Nor does a more general
"liberal" ideology seem to have mattered much either in the first phase of
America's expansion or in the new age that might be dated to the Morrow
Mission. Neither set of policies was motivated by some general belief in the
magic of the marketplace, both tolerated and even encouraged (very different
kinds of) government intervention in economic affairs.

\textsuperscript{27} Irvine Anderson, \textit{Aramco, the United States, and Saudi Arabia} (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
iversity Press, 1981), is the best single source on the Saudi case; for the fifty-fifty agreement, for
example, see pp. 179–97. See also Michael B. Stoff, \textit{Oil, War, and American Security} (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1980); and Aaron Miller, \textit{Search for Security} (Chapel Hill:

\textsuperscript{28} For a suggestive study, see Irvine Anderson, \textit{The Standard Vacuum Oil Company and
Party politics also provides little or no explanatory assistance. The Democratic administration of Franklin Roosevelt, for example, espoused policies in the Caribbean and the Middle East that had far more in common with those of its Republican predecessors than with the Woodrow Wilson Administration in which Roosevelt himself had served. Despite some divergences, the American administrations before 1920 pursued strikingly similar policies, just as their similarities outweigh differences in the interwar evolution of a new policy orientation. Of course, the political affiliation of the makers of foreign policy did matter—the spate of New Dealers who flooded into Washington after 1933 had an impact even in the State Department—and yet most foreign-policy decisions were remarkably immune from day-to-day partisan pressures.

A geopolitical analyst might argue that foreign economic policy was only an unimportant adjunct to military aims, and that economic assets and tactics were mere tools in the quest for national security. Thus, some maintain that the dollar diplomacy that helped sweep the Europeans out of the Caribbean was but a minor component forwarding America’s true military goals. It is also asserted that the solicitude with which American policy makers treated the nationalistic Mexicans and Venezuelans in the late 1930s and during World War II was a direct result of American apprehension over German and Japanese influence in the Western Hemisphere; if American oilmen had to be sacrificed to secure the nation’s military backyard, this was a small price to pay.

There is no question that those responsible for American foreign policy were acutely mindful of America’s strategic position in their dealings with underdeveloped areas. Yet it is one thing to point to the expressed circum-spection of policy makers, and quite another to argue for an analytical explanation of changes in American policy in which geopolitics is the causal variable. For one thing, it is virtually impossible to derive a country’s geopolitical “needs” a priori; the notion is an amorphous one that is often simply expanded to include economic interests and other factors the analyst deems important. To weigh geopolitical interpretations of imperial intervention against economic interpretations would require a theory of imperial intervention that carefully specified the geopolitical conditions that could be expected to lead to intervention, colonialism, or decolonization. So far no such theory has been advanced.

In the American case, geopolitical explanations of American policy in the developing world are ad hoc and often inconsistent. The same cause is used to explain different effects: fear of European influence led first to gunboat diplomacy, then to the Good Neighbor Policy twenty years later. Different causes are invoked to explain the same effect: American interventionism in the Caribbean before World War I responded to external threats, but that in East Asia did not.

Geopolitics may provide a useful approximation of the way policy makers
think about the world, but it does not appear to provide much in the way of rigorous analysis. In one context, fear of external powers led to a tightening of control and a heightening of the importance of economic goals (the Caribbean before World War I); in another setting, an external threat led to a loosening of control and lessening of the importance of economic aims (Mexico in 1938); in a third context, petroleum itself became a strategic good and a prime mover of American policy (the Middle East in the 1940s). We have no way of knowing what role specific security considerations actually played in these instances, and are at even more of a loss when, as in the Morrow Mission, there seems to be little or no geopolitical significance to the events in question.29

But even a strong version of the economic explanation could not deny the importance of strategic, ideological, and other forces in relations between developed and developing areas. Any list of reasons for the American interventions in Grenada and Nicaragua, to take more recent examples, would place economic factors far down. The argument here is not that only economic factors matter in international relations, but rather that they do matter, and that the ways in which they matter are amenable to careful specification and fruitful study.

A strictly economic framework would still need to make allowance for the rigidity and persistence of entrenched institutions.20 Economic evolution in the metropolitan country and the colonial area may reinforce social actors interested in change, but social interests in the pre-existing arrangement may make the transformation lengthy and bitter, as indeed much of Europe's experience with decolonization was. Firms or settler communities that grew up under colonial preferences and depended on them fought to retain the system they relied on; they found allies in the bureaucracies similarly linked to the colonial system.31

On a related note, our survey of the American experience indicates that the general economic concerns, policies, and policy shifts we are discussing are not so much specific to individual cases as they are to broad trends and regions. Neither American economic interests in Haiti alone nor Haitian society alone changed enough to explain all of the evolution of United States

29 A neo-realist variant might look at regional geopolitical conditions of a hegemonic and nonhegemonic nature. This, however, raises as many questions as it answers, primarily concerning the relevance of regional balances, the evaluation of extraregional challenges, and the determinacy of the regional response. While the regional approach gives a reasonable account of how rising American hegemony in Latin American in the 1930s might have led to loosened control, it does very poorly at explaining why American control over the Philippines was being loosened at the same time despite serious regional challenges to the American position. For a more detailed evaluation, see my “Oil and the Evolution of U.S. Policy toward the Developing Areas, 1900–1950,” in Oil in the World Economy, R. W. Ferrier, ed. (London: Croom Helm, forthcoming).

20 This point is related to that made in a different context by Stephen Krasser, “State Power and the Structure of International Trade,” World Politics, 28 (April 1976), 317–347.

policy toward that country; America's Haitian policy changed along with more general changes in the Caribbean and Latin American region. The gradual cumulation of changed interests will normally take quite some time to assert itself; because building new policies and institutions has a cost, pressure for change will tend to grow out of and be applied regionally and across a broad spectrum of issues, rather than on a limited subset of policies in a small geographical area.

In this light it is easy to see how the evolution of United States policies toward underdeveloped areas was crucially affected by the rapidity of the change in America's international economic position. The United States went from an industrializing nation to the world's leading foreign investor with extraordinary speed, in a matter of decades the country was transformed from the world's largest borrower to its largest lender. The accelerated pace of American economic change—due both to the economy's inherent dynamism and to the great impetus given by World War I—helped sweep away many of the socioeconomic institutions and policies that had characterized an earlier era and prevented entrenchment of many colonial or semicolonial interests in the private and public sectors. This helps explain why the United States, a latecomer to the race for colonies, was one of the first to abandon it.

Successive waves of disruption in the international political economy between 1914 and 1945 also help explain the strength of the push for decolonization after World War II. The disruptions in supply and shifts in demand caused by World War I were followed by a boom in international trade and lending in the 1920s, then by the collapse in demand of the 1930s and the supply shocks of World War II. In most of the developing areas, these events served to expand local production of previously imported goods; the vagaries of the international economy also often forced local governments to extend their activities. The combination of import substitution and greater government intervention in much of Latin America, Africa, and Asia reinforced the underlying economic and political trends that we have identified with decolonization. By 1945, local markets, local production, and local political cohesion were far more advanced in the underdeveloped world than they had been thirty years before.

It may be objected that in this framework two causal variables—the level of local development and the character of American economic interests in the local area—are hopelessly entangled. The point, however, is that the two are fundamentally and inevitably interrelated. Peripheral socioeconomic and political conditions are a major factor in the decisions of metropolitan investors and traders; metropolitan investment and trade have a major influence on local socioeconomic and political development. To try to separate the two would approach an exercise in sterile scholasticism. Our purpose is more practical: to help clarify the historical record on North-South relations with a deductive conception of the political implications of economic factors.
V. EXTENDING THE ARGUMENT

Although we have not presented evidence to extend the argument to the European and Japanese experiences, the clear implication of our discussion is that colonial imperialism was a function of a particular stage of economic development in the third world and of the kinds of metropolitan overseas trade and investments that characterized the era of colonial expansion. Imperialism was, in other words, a result of the search for raw materials, agricultural products, and markets in pre-capitalist nations. The end of direct colonialism was in turn a function of economic advance in the developing nations and changing patterns of overseas trade and investment in the industrial ones. Independent third world nation-states arose as capitalism progressed in those areas and international trade and investment diversified.

In fact, some recent scholarship on European imperialism reflects a nuanced appreciation of the role of economic interests in the rise and decline of colonial rule. A few researchers have pointed toward more general conclusions, relating, for example, to the importance of different forms of metropolitan trade and investment and of business cycles and tariffs. Other work has looked at specific firms, thereby highlighting the difference between an enterprise such as the British South Africa Company in Northern Rhodesia, whose ownership of mineral rights made it firmly colonialist, and a diversified multinational such as Unilever, which actually suffered with the lack of colonial tariff autonomy and grew ever more rapidly as the colonies moved toward independence.

Much of the most exciting recent scholarship examines the role of economic factors in specific colonial regions. A. G. Hopkins uses a typology, as he says, "based on the identification and interaction of interest groups" to analyze economic factors in the partition, colonial development, and decolonization of West Africa. In parallel fashion, B. R. Tomlinson's exam-


ination of Indian economic development in the decades leading up to decolonization helps to clarify the economic underpinnings of the subcontinent’s political evolution. These lines of research seem certain to provide new evidence on the role of economic factors in imperial relations, supplying fresh material to test and refine the concepts discussed here.

SUMMARY

This essay has presented a framework for the analysis of economic factors in political relations between developed and developing areas. The most relevant considerations in this regard are the potential costs of imperial intervention in enhancing the return to metropolitan economic interests, and the potential benefits that intervention might bring to these interests. The essay has emphasized the differential political implications of various types of metropolitan economic activity, and especially of different forms of foreign investment.

The framework was applied to examine the evolution of American policy toward the underdeveloped world from 1890 until the end of World War II. Before the 1920s the United States was a recognizable, if laggard, runner in the race for colonies. By the 1930s, the country was following a new set of policies toward the developing world, one which would be generalized after World War II. In the previous instance, American military force went almost hand in hand with American economic penetration. In the later pattern, the two grew gradually apart, so that the notion of military intervention to protect American loans to Latin America now seems nearly unthinkable.

The evolution in American policy had two closely related sources. The first was the strengthening of modern economies and nation-states in the developing world, which made intervention less feasible and less necessary. The second was the shift in the kinds of investment made in the developing areas from primary production for export, prone to lobbying for intervention, to production for local markets and lending to local governments, neither of which were conducive to protection by armed intervention. The two sets of pressures for change were interactive.

Our brief discussion of the American case by no means represents a rigorous test of the analytical framework developed here, but it does demonstrate the framework’s viability. A preliminary look at the experiences of the European colonial powers demonstrates the potential usefulness of the approach. A further specification of the causal factors at play, and their application to other areas and other eras, seems both possible and profitable.